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hat’s that saying about house and home? “When all the
work is done, it’s time to move....” But what about when
life moves right past that little (or big) dream house you
bought, cheeks flushed with excitement and plans aplenty?
Humdrum houses can happen to the best of us (even those
with stockpiles of shelter magazines to keep us inspired), but it’s never too late to
awaken tired spaces. To help, we’ve convened a panel of local home and garden
all-stars to offer sage advice and solutions galore for indoors and out. So settle in, find
your muse, and get ready to get your domestic diva on!

KITCHEN MYTHS

Exposed

myth:I need

D

id you know that 49 percent of homeowners report being
unhappy with their kitchens? It’s a costly room to change and
more complicated than simply swapping out the furniture. But
before you call a contractor, look around—there might be more to that
cookspace than meets the eye. Here, kitchen designer Sandra
Gaylord separates fact from fiction.

myth:I need a

BIGGER kitchen.

truth:

myth:My kitchen’s

myth:My kitchen’s
TOO DARK.

a lost cause—I need a

Petite spaces
PRICEY OVERHAUL.
are often more user-friendly
for meal prep and cooking,
Gaylord points out. Big
kitchens tend to spread
We have one
necessary tools and appliances word for you: upgrades.
over a larger area, making
Replace appliances with
them less accessible.
updated models to shine
Instead of focusing on the
things up in a hurry. Ditch
size of your kitchen, assess
drab plumbing fixtures for
what you’ve put in it, she
good-looking pieces that will
advises—do these items make
immediately add polish to
the room seem smaller than
your kitchen without a big
it is? “Clear countertops
payout. Need more glam?
and island surfaces of nonWrap your cookspace in a
essential items and stow them
jaw-dropping backsplash.
elsewhere to yield more surface
area. Sell, donate, or trash
GET SCHOOLED
Consider springing for a
out-of-use small appliances
one-hour meeting with a
to free up space. Finally, give
certified kitchen designer
high-traffic areas (like drink
to sort through today’s
stations or pantries) some air
options and find the right
upgrades for your needs
by relocating prep work to a
and budget.
different part of the kitchen.”

truth:

truth:

Kitchens in
historic homes are notoriously
dark, but you can brighten
them with a few simple tricks.
First, paint over cabinets with
a high-gloss paint in a cool,
light hue. Replace fixtures
with glass knobs and pulls
to reflect light, and switch
out your overhead lighting.
Interesting chandeliers and
pendants draw attention to
available light.
Aged iron Fecioli
pendant by David
Easton, $1,155 from
Circa Lighting

STORAGE, STORAGE,
STORAGE.

truth:

Have you assessed
the storage space you have
since you stashed everything
in cupboards on move-in
day? Now’s the time to
re-evaluate placement of
everything from everyday
silverware to party platters.
“Standard ‘closet’-pantry
depth is 24 inches,” says
Gaylord. “But that back half is
often loaded with canned goods
that you can’t see, much less
use.” Purchase or build stepped
shelves to elevate items and
allow for easy access to the
back of the cabinets. For your
wall cabinets, use additional
shelving to add a second
level for dishes or glasses
(eliminating wasted horizontal
space). Add dividers to store
lids and dishes vertically.
Smart Storage Idea
Free the good stuff
(platters, trays, and other
pretty servingware) from
the depths of overhead
cabinetry and display it on
a freestanding bookshelf
or open shelving.

